
Parashat Behar - Shmitta

Exodus 23:9-11

(9) And a stranger you shall not oppress; for you know the heart of a stranger, seeing you were strangers in the land
of Egypt. (10) And six years you shall sow your land, and gather in the increase thereof; (11) but the seventh year
you shall let it rest and lie fallow, so that the poor of your people may eat; and what they leave the beast of the
field shall eat. You shall likewise deal with your vineyard, and with you olive groves.

Questions:
Ø According to this text, what is the main intention and purpose of this time
period?
Ø Who benefits from Shmitta?
Ø What is happening in our fields during this year of Shmita?

Leviticus 25:1-7
(1) And Adonai spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, saying: (2) Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: When
you come into the land which I give you, the land shall observe a sabbath to Adonai. (3) Six years you shall sow your
field, and six years you shall prune your vineyard, and gather in the produce thereof. (4) But in the seventh year
there shall be a sabbath of solemn rest for the land, a sabbath to Adonai; you shall neither sow your field, nor
prune your vineyard. (5) That from your harvest which grows on its own you shall not reap, nor shall you gather the
grapes of your unpruned vines; it shall be a year of solemn rest for the land. (6) The sabbath-produce of the land
shall be as food for you: for you, and for your mail and female servant, and for your hired servant and for the settler
that sojourns with you; (7) and for your cattle, and for the beasts in your land, shall all the increase thereof be for
food.

Questions:
Ø How does this text found in Parashat Behar add to our understanding of
Shmitta from the previous source?
Ø What agricultural activities are not practiced in the seventh year?
Ø Is there anything potentially conflicting about the instructions given in this text?

 Deuteronomy 15:1-6
(1) At the end of every seven years you shall make a release. (2) And this is the manner of the release: every
creditor shall release that which he has lent to his neighbor; he shall not exact it of his neighbor and his brother,
because Adonai’s release has been proclaimed. (3) You may exact it from a foreigner; but whatsoever of yours is in
the hands of your brother (kinsman) you shall release. (4) However, there shall be no needy among you—for
Adonai will surely bless you in the land which Adonai your God gives you as an inheritance to possess it— (5) if only
you diligently hearken unto the voice of Adonai your God, to observe to do all of the commandments I command
you this day. (6) For Adonai your God will bless you, as God promised you; and you shalt lend unto many nations,
but you shall not borrow; and you shall rule over many nations, but they shall not rule over you.

Questions:
Ø Does this final text provide any additional insights into the reason for the
Shmitta year?
Ø How do we understand the hardships to farmers who can’t work their fields for
a year?



David Wolkenfeld
I am reluctant to assign meanings and purposes to specific mitzvot. The entire endeavor, known
in Hebrew as "ta'amei ha-mitzvot" or "rationalization of mitzvot" is highly speculative, and
reasons that one generation may find compelling leave another generation cold.  In the
meantime, the mitzvah endures.  Instead, I have found that a life of Torah and mitzvot, taken as
a whole, is coherent, enriching, ethically beautiful, and something worth promoting. The
mitzvot do not make "sense" to me in isolation, they do in aggregate.

That being said, there are a number of rationales that have been offered over the
generations for the mitzvah of Shmitta and its restrictions on agriculture during the seventh
year (see “Shemita” by Rabbi Yosef Tzvi Rimon)

Rambam (Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon), Mishne Torah, Hilchot Shmitta v’Yovel, 4.24
It is a commandment to divest one’s self from everything that the land produces in the seventh
year, as Exodus 23.11 states: “In the seventh year, you shall leave it untended and unharvested.”
Anyone who locks his vineyard or fences off his agricultural field in the Sabbatical year has
nullified a positive commandment. This also holds true if he gathered all of his produce into his
home. Instead, he should leave everything ownerless [hefker]. Thus everyone, [rich and poor],
have equal rights in every place, as Exodus 23.11 states: “And the poor of your people shall
partake of it.” One may only bring a small amount of produce into one’s home, just as one
brings from ownerless property.

Questions:
Ø According to the Rambam, what is the landowner allowed to do and not allowed to do
with his/her produce during the Shmitta year?
Ø How does the concept of "hefker" add to our understanding of the land and its bounty
during the Shmitta year?
Ø Who benefits from Shmitta? What questions are you left with?

Mei haShiloach (19th Century)
The matter of Shmitta and Yovel correspond to the way of acting, mentioned in the Pirkei Avot
[Ethics of the Fathers, 5:10]: 'One who says "What's mine is yours, and what's yours is yours,"
this is a righteous person'.

Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer Sefer Habrit, Behar (19th Century)
The Shmitta year teaches us further that the rich should not lord it over the poor. Accordingly,
the Torah ordained that all should be equal during the seventh year, both the rich and the
needy having access to the gardens and fields to eat their fill...Yet another reason [for Shmtita]:
in order that they should not always be preoccupied with working the soil to provide for their
material needs. For in this one year, they would be completely free. The liberation from the
yoke of work would give them the opportunity for studying Torah and wisdom. Those who are
not students will be occupied with crafts and building and supplying these needs in Eretz



Yisrael. Those endowed with special skills will invent new methods in this free time for the
benefit of the world.

Question:
Ø What impact does taking a sabbatical year have on the individual and the community
as a whole?

Sefer HaHinukh (#84), Author unknown
There are four purposes for the mitzvah of Shmitta.
-        To train the farmer in the attribute of yielding and relinquishing, and thereby refining

his character;
-        To highlight that one's prosperity and sustenance actually come from God and are

not the result of our own human efforts;
-        To increase one’s trust in God;
-        To serve as a reminder that God created the Earth in six days and rested on the

seventh.

Kobi Oz Contemporary Israeli musician
In his song "Zalman," Oz links Shmitta to Shabbat observance, dwelling in a sukkah, and a
husband and wife's periodic separation through observance of niddah restrictions. All of these
mitzvot, Oz explains, teach an individual that his possessions, social status, and relationships
cannot define who he is on an existential level.

(Recording of the song with an English translation: http://tinyurl.com/6ugy9th )

David Wolkenfeld
The comparison between Shmitta and Shabbat, rooted in the language of the Torah, is
instructive on a practical level as well. No one can deny that stepping out from economic or
academic life for twenty-five hours each week has real costs. Yet, anyone who has observed
Shabbat as a regular feature of his or her religious life knows Shabbat to be a joy and delight.
Shmitta observance has undeniable economic costs which are cause for real concern (concerns
which the Torah validates in Leviticus 25:20). In modern times, none of the responses to
practically accommodate Shmitta in the context of modern Israeli agriculture (which must
produce high quantities of fruits and vegetables each year to satisfy international export
markets) are particularly successful. Contemporary Israeli rosh yeshiva, Rabbi Aharon
Lichtenstein, has famously commented on the gap between the conceptual vision of Shmitta
and the current reality: "What remains today of this spectacular vision? Virtually nothing."

Given the important place Shmitta is given in the Torah, and given the profoundly
positive outcomes Jewish scholars have understood Shmitta to cause, we can all look forward to
a time when Shmitta observance, like Shabbat observance, will be abundantly and obviously
"worth" its economic costs.

http://tinyurl.com/6ugy9th


Understanding Shmita, Israel’s Agricultural Shabbat

TEL AVIV (JTA) — When Rosh Hashanah comes later this month, Israel’s Jewish
farmers won’t just be celebrating the start of a new year. They’ll be marking a year in
which they are prohibited from doing their jobs.   Called Shmita, the Torah-mandated,
yearlong farming hiatus is felt across Israel, affecting its fields, supermarkets and, of
course, its politics.

How was Shmita observed in the past?
Because the commandment applies only in the biblical land of Israel, it became

largely theoretical once the Jews were exiled by the Roman Empire after the Bar
Kochba revolt in 136 C.E…  But once Jews started returning to Palestine in the 1880s
and founding kibbutzim, Shmita again became relevant — and problematic. At a time
when Jewish farmers were struggling just to keep their farms viable, a year of no
production would have been a deathblow.   To skirt that problem, rabbis in Israel created
something called the “heter mechirah,” or sale permit — similar to the sale of leavened
food before Passover. The permit allowed Jewish farmers to “sell” their land to local
non-Jews for a token amount, then hire non-Jews to do the forbidden labor. That way,
because it wasn’t “their” land, Jews could keep their farms going without sin.

How is Shmita observed in contemporary Israel?
As Israel’s population and agricultural sector expanded, so too has the

hand-wringing over Shmita. Here are some of the Jewish legal acrobatics they use to
get around it.

The sale permit: Israel’s Chief Rabbinate allows every farm to register for a sale
permit like those allowed in the 1880s, and the Rabbinate “sells” all the land to a
non-Jew for about $5,000 total… At the end of the year, the Rabbinate buys back the
land on the farmers’ behalf for a similar amount.

Greenhouses: Shmita only applies if the crops are grown in the land itself.
Therefore, growing vegetables on tables disconnected from the land steers clear of
violating the commandment.

Religious courts: Farmers aren’t allowed to sell their crops, but if crops began
growing before Shmita started, people are allowed to take them for free. So through
another legal mechanism, a Jewish religious court will hire farmers to harvest the
produce and the religious court will sell it. But you won’t be paying for the produce itself;
you’re only paying for the farmer’s labor. You get the produce for “free.” Wink. Nudge.

Not observing Shmita: Most large-scale Israeli farmers use a sale permit in order
to obtain rabbinic certification for their crops… But some small, nonreligious farmers
who sell their produce independently ignore the sabbatical year completely and do not
receive kosher certification.

What happens to fruits, vegetables and other plants that grow on their own
during Shmita?

Just like Jewish environmentalists can connect to the idea of letting the land rest,
social justice-minded Jews can appreciate that whatever grows on the land during
Shmita is, in theory, supposed to be free for anyone, especially the poor.



When Shmita is first mentioned in Exodus, the Torah says the crops should be
for “the poor of your nation, and the rest for wild animals.” But given that almost all
farmers in Israel get around Shmita in one way or another, walking onto a farm looking
for a free lunch is ill advised.

How does Shmita affect you if you’re not a farmer?

Because all kosher-certified produce cannot violate Shmita, Israelis shopping in
major grocery stores and outdoor markets don’t have to worry about Shmita.

But religious Jews — and businesses — that don’t trust the legal loopholes just
buy their produce from non-Jewish farmers in Israel. An organization called Otzar
Haaretz (Fruit of the Land), seeks to support Jewish farmers specifically and is
organizing farmers who use religious courts and the greenhouse method to sell to
supermarkets in Israel. Customers who wish to buy from Otzar Haaretz can pay a
monthly fee to get a discount on its produce.

Shmita has an impact beyond the produce stands, too. Mickey Gitzin, founder of
the religious pluralism organization Be Free Israel, says that while the “the idea that the
land should rest” is a positive one, Shmita can have a negative effect on public parks.
As public property, the parks cannot be sold to a non-Jew. And because they remain
under Jewish ownership, some public community gardens don’t receive care during
Shmita.

What does this mean for Jews outside of Israel?
Although they’re not obligated to observe Shmita, Jews outside of Israel have

found ways of commemorating the year. At Hazon, a Jewish sustainability organization,
the Shmita Project aims to engage in a study of the textual sources of Shmita and
develop programs to mark the year without letting the land lie completely fallow.

Another group, the Shmitta Association, has purchased a grid of 4-square-foot
plots of land in Israel that Jews abroad can purchase for $180 and then let lie idle,
enabling them to observe Shmita without being an Israeli or a farmer.

What does this have to do with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict?
Because they don’t want to buy from Jewish farmers during Shmita, some Haredi

Orthodox Jews buy from Palestinian West Bank farms. But during the past couple of
Shmita cycles, there has been backlash against buying Palestinian-grown produce.
Jerusalem Post columnist David Weinberg urged Israelis last week to avoid supporting
Palestinian farms. “Primary reliance on Arab produce is neither realistic nor acceptable
for health, nationalistic and religious reasons,” he wrote.  (During the Shmita year that
began in 2007, Israel’s health and agriculture ministries said there was no elevated risk
to eating produce grown in the West Bank.)

http://hazon.org/shmita-project/overview/
https://shviit.com/the-shmita-association/
http://www.jpost.com/Health-and-Sci-Tech/Health/No-disease-risk-from-PA-produce-sold-for-shmita

